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Walt Disney once famously said that “I hope we never 

lose sight of one thing – that it was all started by 

a mouse.” And indeed, Mickey Mouse has become one of 

the most beloved characters of all time…and certainly 

synonymous with all things Disney. Meeting Mickey Mouse 

in the parks is the highlight of every trip…and what’s a 

Disney trip without your very own set of Mickey Ears?

Oddly enough though, despite starring in several 

theater shows in the parks (such as the classic Mickey’s 

PhilharMagic), Mickey had never been the focus of a ride-

through attraction. Donald’s taken over the Gran Fiesta 

Tour, and you can ride along with Goofy in the Barnstormer 

in Storybook Circus. Several princesses have their own 

attractions, as well as some of our favorite Pixar characters. 

But what about Mickey? Other than finding a cleverly 

disguised Hidden Mickey on your favorite attraction, the 

world’s most famous mouse never had an attraction to call 

his own…until now.

That all changed on March 4, 2020, when Mickey & Minnie’s 

Runaway Railway made its debut at Disney’s Hollywood 

Studios. And not only did Mickey and Minnie finally get their 

own ride-through attraction; they took up residence in the 

very heart of Hollywood Studios – the Chinese Theatre at 

the end of Hollywood Boulevard (former home to the Great 

Movie Ride).

This innovative new attraction takes you inside the 

whimsical world of a true Mickey Mouse cartoon short. 

This is the world of animation, where anything can happen! 

And you’re not just watching, you’re a part of the action! 

Mickey & Minnie’s Runaway Railway utilizes state-of-the-art 

technology to bring the two-dimensional world of cartoon 

animation to life, immersing you in a world rich with 

vibrant colors, whimsical scenery, and fun-filled surprises 

everywhere you turn. The Imagineers pulled out every trick 

in their book; everything from Audio-Animatronic figures 

and classic dark ride elements to projection-mapping and 

classic theatrical effects. 

The attraction retains the trackless vehicle system from 

the Great Movie Ride, giving you the freedom to look all 

around you. And what you see will amaze you! You can ride 

through several times and always find something new; 

the Imagineers created a totally immersive environment 

that not only puts you in the heart of the action, but can 

even transform right before your eyes! Clever utilization 

of multi-plane sets (remember the multi-plane camera?), 

and computer projection combine to create fully realized 

3D sets that still maintain that cartoon look. You become 

a character in the story,,,so much so that you’ll even find 
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your vehicle reacting differently to the action as it unfolds 

around you.

Here We Gooooo!

Your adventure begins as you enter the theater to see the 

premiere of “Perfect Picnic,” a new Mickey Mouse cartoon 

short. The plot seems innocent enough; Mickey and Minnie 

set off in their red convertible to find the perfect spot for a 

romantic picnic. What could possibly go wrong? Well, this is 

a Disney cartoon, so everything of course! In this case, that 

mischievous Pluto has stowed away in the trunk of the car, 

and when the roadster hits a bump Pluto flies out. What 

happens next is pure Disney magic…you actually enter 

the movie screen and find yourself in the world of Disney 

animation. Engineer Goofy invites you to join him on a ride 

aboard the Runnamuck Railroad, following Mickey and 

Minnie through the park on their quest for that perfect 

picnic. A pleasant train ride through the pastoral setting of 

a country landscape? Hardly! Along the way you’ll stampede 

through the Wild West, ride through a carnival, encounter a 

tornado, dive over a waterfall, and even escape an exploding 

volcano! But it’s Mickey and Minnie to the rescue, all while 

poor Pluto tries to catch up and bring them their picnic 

basket!

Along the way you’ll also encounter Daisy Duck (who’s 

ready to show you some fancy new dance moves), Donald 

Duck (who’s rather irked that someone took the sign from 

hid hot dog stand), Jackhammer Pete (who naturally is out 

to cause all kinds of trouble), and a new character, Chuuby, 

a cute little bird who likes to sing and dance in Runnamuck 

Park.

Mickey & Minnie’s Runaway Railway Fun Facts

•  Disney Imagineers watched every cartoon short in 

the latest “Mickey Mouse” series countless times while 

developing the attraction.

•  The Imagineering teamed worked closely with Paul 

Rudish and Joseph Holt (the executive producer and 

art director for the “Mickey Mouse” shorts) in order 

to faithfully recreate their cartoon world in real life. 

Artwork ©Disney
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For example, look for the extra lines “drawn” around a 

cactus in the stampede scene…this mimics the drawing 

technique used in animation to indicate motion.  

•  The attraction features a new song, “Nothing Can Stop 

Us Now,” written by Christopher Willis, award-winning 

composer of the “Mickey Mouse” shorts, and his wife, 

Elyse Willis.

•  Great care was taken to maintain the glitzy aesthetic of 

mid-1920s Hollywood (as depicted all along Hollywood 

Boulevard). This includes the attraction’s nostalgic 

marquee that features blinking bulbs and hand-crafted 

animated neon depictions of Mickey and Minnie.

•  Pay attention as you walk through the queue in see if 

you can see all ten posters. Nine of them are for existing 

Mickey cartoon shorts, while the tenth is for the film 

you’re about to “see,” “Perfect Picnic.” 

•  Sound effects include several that were pulled from 

animated shorts going all the way back to the 1930s, 

created by Disney Legend Jimmy Macdonald. Several new 

effects were also created utilizing some of Macdonald’s 

original equipment!

•  The tri-tone whistle from Mickey Mouse’s debut cartoon 

in 1928, “Steamboat Willie,” was used to record the 

locomotive whistle sound for Engineer Goofy’s train.

•  Special painting techniques were used on the attraction’s 

ride vehicles so they appear to be hand-drawn, as if in a 

cartoon.

•  See if you can find the newspaper with the headline 

“Oswald Wins!” This is a reference to Oswald the Lucky 

Rabbit, the cartoon character created by Walt Disney 

that predates Mickey Mouse.

•  The Iwerks and Uwerks Waterworks water treatment 

plant is named for Disney Legend Ub Iwerks, the 

animator credited with sketching Mickey Mouse for the 

first time.

•  The 1401 Flower Shop is an homage to Walt Disney 

Imagineering’s headquarters in Glendale, Calif.

•  The numbers 1901 and 1928 can be seen inside the 

attraction; these are references to Walt Disney’s and 

Mickey Mouse’s birth years, respectively.
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The EPCOT International Flower & Garden Festival continually sprouts fresh surprises at Walt Disney World, 

and this year there’s more fun in store than ever before! The 27th annual festival will run through June 1 with 

colorful new topiary whimsy, tasty seasonal bites and daily Garden Rocks concerts.

New additions to the festival include the charming new Remy topiary at the France pavilion, where Remy’s 

Ratatouille Adventure will open in summer 2020. The five-foot-tall floral Remy will stand atop a huge wheel of 

cheese brandishing a giant spoon as he reigns over a veggie-and-herb garden sprouting with tomatoes, eggplants, 

zucchini and onions. And a stunning new 18-foot-long dragon topiary that changes color in full sun will breathe 

fresh floral fantasy into the Japan pavilion.

Festival food is always a big draw, and delicious spring flavors will inspire you to try sweet and savory treats from 

food-and-beverage stops throughout the park, including the new Magnolia Terrace, one of 16 Outdoor Kitchens 

popping up during the festival.

What began in 1994 as a 38-day celebration of Disney-style gardens and topiaries has grown over the years to a  

90-day spring extravaganza with something for every generation. There’s enough music, food and floral fun to 

engage everyone in the family. so lets get ready to head on over to EPCOT and, yes, stop and smell the roses!
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Celebrating the majesty of nature and the 

connection between animals and humans in the 

world, Rivers of Light at Disney’s Animal Kingdom 

combines live performers, beautiful floating lanterns, 

glistening fountains, special effects and authentic 

animal imagery projected on giant water screens.

As the sun sets, you and your loved ones gather 

along the picturesque edge of the Discovery River 

at the site of a fabled age-old ritual. A new 5,000-

seat amphitheater welcomes you to two distinct 

“villages” separated by a bridge and the river. Sounds of 

animals are heard from a nearby forest, and magical 

fireflies descend from the Tree of Life toward the 

lagoon, creating a sense of wonder as four beautifully 

illuminated Lotus flowers float across the water.

The ceremony begins with a stirring musical 

overture signaling the arrival of a pair of mystical 

Storytellers, two complementary forces who come 

to the river bearing gifts of light. They set out from 

the shore aboard elaborate lantern vessels. Adorned 
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in intricate costumes, the hosts engage in a dramatic 

dance of water and light to summon the animal 

spirits – an Asian Tiger, Tropical Turtle, African 

Elephant and Great Horned Owl – and take you on a 

journey across Asian jungles and African savannahs.

The commanding lanterns stand 15 feet tall 

and are 30 feet long, illuminated from within by 

innovative LED technology. The 11 show floats are 

independent of each other and programmed to follow 

a choreographed “dance” across the lagoon. More than 

50,000 programmable, color-changing LED lights are 

found in the four Animal Spirit Guide floats alone. 

Each Lotus float produces its own water screen. 

Costumes for the storytellers and their acolytes 

include fabrics using 5,000-year-old dye and weaving 

techniques.

It all comes together to create an unforgettable 

nighttime spectacle; mesmerizing and inspiring all at 

once. You’ll truly feel one with nature after witnessing 

the beauty and majesty of Rivers of Light.
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by Brittany DiCologero
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Located along Crescent Lake, Disney’s BoardWalk Inn 

features stylish accommodations reminiscent of classic 

carnival boardwalks and Coney Island, plus one of the most 

picturesque entertainment districts at Walt Disney World. 

Stay at the resort and take a stroll over to Epcot (perfect 

for this time of year with the Epcot International Flower 

& Garden Festival) or visit for the evening and spend the 

night at Jellyrolls. Wondering what else makes Disney’s 

BoardWalk so special? Here’s a quick tour around one of our 

favorite Disney resorts…

Get Your History Fix

Disney’s BoardWalk Inn has you covered! Take a quick 

walk through the resort’s lobby and you’ll come across 

models of various attractions from amusement parks of 

days gone by along with authentic artifacts like some of 

the ballyhoo banners located right by the front door. One 

of the most interesting models is a miniature version of 

Flip Flap Railway, the first upside-down rollercoaster built 

in 1895 for Paul Boyton’s Sea Lion Park on Coney Island. The 

rollercoaster certainly paved the way for later, safer designs 

but due to the circular loop rather than the slightly oval 

loops coasters have today, the ride caused a number of 

injuries and ultimately closed only a few years later. 

The lobby also features miniature carousels and “Nanny 

Chairs.” These chairs, while potentially terrifying to present-

day Guests, were common on 19th century carousels. While 

children rode on horses or other elaborately designed 

animals, Nanny Chairs were designed for adults to sit and 

rest on the ride during long days at a park. 

Above the Nanny Chairs you’ll find the Colossal Elephant, 

or a model of it anyway, standing atop the mantle. 

Renowned architect J. Mason Kirby designed the Colossal 

Elephant and Lucy (pictured nearby) as hotels in Margate, 

New Jersey to demonstrate his take on Coney Island. In 

function, the Colossal Elephant and Lucy were actually 

hotels, each with about 40 rooms. The structures were 150 

feet long and 15 stories tall. 

The nearby miniature carousel in the lobby was designed 

and carved by M.C. Illions, the designer behind many of 

Coney Island’s earliest attractions, in the 1920s. The small 

hand-carved carousel on display at the resort was once used 

by Illions as a calling card of sorts to showcase his work for 

later commissions.

There are plenty of other details around the resort 

that feature authentic designs and works of art from the 

golden age of Atlantic coast boardwalks. Spend some time 

exploring the interior areas of the resort, including the 

common areas by the Disney Vacation Club villas, and you’re 

sure to come across even more details and hidden gems. 

If you’re looking for something to explore at Walt Disney 

World without using a park ticket, or simply looking for 

something new to check out, consider making the trip over 

to the BoardWalk!
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Sweet or Savory?

Disney’s BoardWalk is home to some of our favorite 

restaurants on property, each offering something for 

everyone. Big River Grille & Brewing Works and ESPN Club 

offer family-friendly eats in equally fun settings, while 

Flying Fish Café features a menu loaded with fresh fish, 

steaks, and vegetarian options rounding out the Epcot 

Resort Area’s signature dining scene. For something on the 

more grab-and-go side of lunch, the BoardWalk features a 

pizza window, cupcakes at the BoardWalk Bakery, funnel 

cakes, and even margaritas!

But for dessert, Ample Hills Creamery is a must-do, don’t 

miss their ice cream flights! This handcrafted ice cream 

is homemade inhouse using cream from grass-fed cows, 

organic cane sugar and hormone-free milk. You’ll find 

a variety of unique flavors including milk and cookies, 

peppermint patty, cotton candy and more. This boutique 

creamery is straight out of Brooklyn, making Disney’s 

BoardWalk a perfect home for these sweet treats!

Entertainment, Nightlife, Movies and More!

Some of the most uniquely themed bars and lounges 

are located right along the BoardWalk. From the magical 

concoctions found at Abracadabar to the lively dueling 

piano tunes at Jellyrolls, the BoardWalk offers something 

for everyone. For a lower-budget night out consider dancing 

the night away at Atlantic Dance Hall (no cover!).

Around the resort, Disney’s BoardWalk is home to some of 

the more unique recreational offerings on Disney property. 

Surrey bike rentals offer a fun way for the whole family to 

ride around Crescent Lake, and the BoardWalk also offers 

facepainting, Movies Under the Stars, and of course, classic 

carnival games. New from 2019, the recreational offerings 

at the resort even expanded to include guided paint night 

style classes featuring instructor-led paint workshops to 

be experienced with a cocktail (or mocktail!) in hand. (Check 

the recreation calendar from the resort front desk for all 

the details!)

For resort Guests, the BoardWalk has one of the most 

well-themed pool areas of any Disney resort (unless you’re 

afraid of clowns…in which case there’s always Stormalong 

Bay over at the Yacht and Beach Clubs!). The appropriately 

named Luna Park Pool is designed after 1920s Luna Park 

and comes complete with a classic ‘wooden rollercoaster’ 

waterslide complete with a vintage clown face. The ‘Leaping 

Libations’ pool bar ties the theme together with a carousel 

of sorts as the bar to pick up specialty cocktails and grab-

and-go snacks. 

Have you visited Disney’s BoardWalk Inn? It’s a short 

Friendship boat ride or walk from Epcot’s World Showcase, 

so stop by on your next Disney trip and grab a drink, listen to 

live music or simply explore the resort’s theme and immerse 

yourself in the magic of a classic boardwalk. Share what you 

love about the BoardWalk by tagging #CelebrationsMag! 
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I really, really wish I were a pirate. It’s why I own a tri-corner 

hat, a sextant, and a cutlass (which may or may not be 

made of foam). It’s also why I swore off citrus, so I could get 

scurvy. That last part was a lie. Lying is part of being a pirate. 

It’s my understanding that pillaging, plundering, rifling, 

and looting are also a key part of being a pirate, as is 

kidnapping and ravaging. For a handful of practical and 

logistical reasons, I tend to avoid these things. So...my road 

to piracy isn’t going exactly to plan. 

Fortunately, Pirates of the Caribbean exists. It’s probably 

as close as I’ll ever come to being a real buccaneer.  As an 

added bonus, it has a jaunty theme song.

The original attraction Pirates of the Caribbean opened 

in Disneyland in 1967, with Walt Disney World opening their 

version at the end of 1973. Since then, variations on the 

attraction have opened in Tokyo Disneyland, Disneyland 

Paris, and Shanghai Disneyland. Since its original opening 

53 years ago, it has become one of the most beloved 

attractions in the parks. It gave birth to a five film franchise 

starring Johnny Depp, Geoffrey Rush, Orlando Bloom, 

and Keira Knightley. Pirates of the Caribbean also has the 

distinction of being the last attraction whose construction 

was overseen by Walt Disney.

Located in Adventureland in the Magic Kingdom, Guests 

enter the attraction through a Spanish Colonial fort called 

El Castillo del Morro. The architecture was based off of the 

real castle, El Castillo de San Felipe del Morro, located in San 

Juan, Puerto Rico. The queue winds through the fort, taking 

you past rooms such as an armory and a dungeon. Inside of 

the dungeon, a pair of pirate skeletons sit playing chess. The 

game, by all appearances, seems to be at a stalemate.

Initial designs for the attraction envisioned it as a wax 

museum of pirates. However, in the end it was decided 

to create Pirates of the Caribbean as a dark ride with, 

appropriately enough, boats serving as your transportation. 

Instead of wax figures of pirates, the attraction features 

over 120 Audio Animatronic figures.

Your pirate journey begins in a small port town, but you 

are quickly carried into a cave. Stalactites and stalagmites 

are bathed in an ominous blue light, and a waterfall 
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cascades down on the left side of the boat. Directly in front 

of the boat, a wall of mist obscures the way forward and a 

voice warns all who pass that, “Dead men tell no tales.” 

Moving deeper into the cave, a beach can be seen on the 

left side of the boat. Several pirate skeletons are strewn 

about the sand, as is a jolly roger and a few seagulls and 

other wildlife. Moving along, the remains of a ship can be 

seen. A pirate skeleton stands at the helm of the ship, a 

strong gale blowing the ragged sails around him. 

Directly ahead, an ominous skull snaps your picture 

while speaking. The boat then passes into darkness before 

plunging down a roughly 14-foot drop (Hang on, you might 

get a bit wet!). As they say, there’s no rest for the wicked. 

Promptly after the drop, the boat floats into a pitched 

battle between a pirate ship, named The Wicked Wench, 

and El Castillo del Morro. Cannons fire as Captain Hector 

Barbosa (portrayed by Geoffrey Rush in the films) shouts 

threats and commands from the deck. Cannon balls splash 

down in the water around the boats,   

Your boat then moves into a village, where Audio 

Animatronic pirates torture the mayor by dunking him into 

a well while demanding information on the location of Jack 

Sparrow and the town’s treasury. A woman in the window 

above implores the mayor not to tell them anything.

A bit further into the town, the boat passes by an auction. 

A woman stands holding a hen, which is being sold. The 

auctioneer attempts to stir up interest in the crowd. Redd, 

a female pirate, demands that the auctioneer stop wasting 

everyone’s time with the hens and get onto the rum. She 

clutches a bottle in one hand and a flintlock pistol in the 

other. Like the “redhead” whom she replaced, her clothing 

is all red, including the tri-corner hat sitting atop her 

head. Despite being a newer addition to the Pirates of the 

Caribbean, Redd has quickly become one of my favorite 

characters. In fact, if the movie franchise ever gets a reboot 

I’d love to see her as the principal character. If we’re lucky, 

maybe she’ll become a meetable character as well (she 

currently can be met at Disneyland). Pirates standing atop 

a bridge and across the canal shout riotously, and a gun is 

even fired.

In the next area, we get to hear the first strains of, “Yo Ho 

(A Pirate’s Life for Me)” which was written by Disney legends 
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George Bruns and Xavier “X” Atencio. Pirates sing merrily, 

while another drunken pirate sits on a crate near a raggedy 

dog. Jack Sparrow pokes his head out of a barrel, while 

overhead an angry woman chases a pirate around a room 

with a broom raised and ready to strike. Further on, a pirate 

sits and offers to share his rum with the local cats. 

Conditions do not get better for the poor, beleaguered 

town. As the boat travels farther, Guests find that pirates 

have set fire to the village. The drunkenly sing “Yo Ho” as 

the fires rage. Audio Animatronic pirates are on all sides of 

the boat, singing, looting, and generally cavorting about in 

piratical fashion. 

Before leaving the area, make sure you look to the right of 

the boat. You’ll see a pirate laying drunkenly on the ground 

surrounded by pigs. Disney paid tribute to the scene in the 

first Pirates of the Caribbean movie, with the part of the 

drunken pirate depicted by Kevin McNally under the name 

Joshamee Gibbs. 

The boat then passes into a prison. Continuing to look off 

the starboard side of the boat, you can see pirates locked 

in their cells. They are attempting to lure a shaggy dog 

who holds a ring of keys. This scene was also recreated in 

the first Pirates of the Caribbean movie. Through the iron 

bars in the back of the cell, you can see that the village is 

still ablaze. The final scene in the attraction takes place on 

the left side of the boat, where we see Captain Jack Sparrow 

sitting in the town’s treasury. He is surrounded by loot and 

singing, “Yo Ho.” 

Pirates of the Caribbean is a true masterpiece of 

Imagineering, and definitely one of the “can’t miss” 

attractions in the Magic Kingdom. It may not make you an 

actual pirate, but it’ll get you pretty darn close. 

Now, one more time me hearties:

Yo ho, yo ho, a pirate’s life for me...

We’re rascals and scoundrels, we’re villains and knaves

Drink up me ‘earties, yo ho

We’re devils and black sheep, we’re really bad eggs

Drink up me ‘earties, yo ho

Photo ©Tim Foster

Take a virtual tour of 
Pirates of the Caribbean in our newest 

Magical Moments video!!

https://youtu.be/gD-U3lGMrdI
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